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John Dewey,Art and Public Life

Mark Mattern
Chapman University
This article explores, criticizes, and extends John Dewey's argumentsabout art in relation to public
life in a democracy.Dewey believed that art is a potent form of communicationthroughwhich community is developed and political action undertaken.Although correct, Dewey erased conflict,
negotiation,and contestationfrom art, and failed to addressthe crucial role of power in the world of
art. Three distinct kinds of political action through art are developed: pragmatic,deliberative,and
confrontational.

Dewey's vision of a public life of collaborativeproblem solving supportedby
communal relations is by now well known to most political theorists. What remains little known is that he connected this vision of public life to art. Dewey,
who standsnearly alone among political theoristsin not equatingcommunication
with speech, believed that art is the "most effective mode of communicationthat
exists" ([1934] 1980, 286), "the most universaland freest form of communication" (270), and "communication in its pure and undefiled form" (244).
Althoughthese are exaggeratedclaims, they indicate Dewey's esteem for art and,
given the centrality of communicationin his political philosophy, suggest the
hope he held for its role in a democraticpolitics. Political theorists have generally ignored Dewey's work on art; this may be a mistake in light of claims by
othersthat it is "the capstone of his entire philosophy"(Zeltner 1975, 2) and the
"central,guiding thought"of his philosophy (Alexander 1987, xiii), which "clarifies all the leading ideas of Dewey's philosophy" and "constitutes the most
persuasiveintroductionto his thoughthe has so far writtenfor nonphilosophers"
(Hook 1939, 194).'
The crux of Dewey's argumentwas that art, if closely tied to people's everyday lives, is a form of communicationthrough which people learn about each
other'ssimilaritiesand differences,breakthroughsome of the barriersto understanding and awareness, and develop some of the commonalities that define
I would like to thank the staff at the John Dewey Center at SouthernIllinois University at Carbondale for assisting me in the researchfor this article.
' More recently, Robert Westbrook(1991, 401) argued that Dewey's Art as Experience (1934) is
"one of the most powerful statements"of his radicalpolitics.
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community.I believe that Dewey was right about art and its potential role in a
democracy.However,Dewey's work on art suffers some of the same shortcomings as his work in political philosophy. Most notably, he erased conflict,
negotiation, and contestation-in short, politics-from the world of art. Nor
does he addressthe crucial role of power in the world of art, which can as easily
create and sustain social barriersas breakthroughthem.2An additionalproblem
with Dewey's argument,a problem that he recognized but failed to resolve, is
that art as we normally understandthe term is hardly connected to people's
everydaylives. His analysis of "artas experience"and its communicativecapacity hinges precisely on whether or not art is closely tied to people's everyday
lives. Unfortunately,in his time as in ours, most art gathersdust in museums and
occurs in performancehalls far removed from the averageperson'sdaily life.
However, the same criticism cannot be made of art forms found in popular
culturenor of some kinds of public art.These are characterizedprecisely by their
everydaycharacter,by the degree to which they infiltratepeople's daily lives, for
better or worse. These include, for example, popular music and film, murals,
community and guerrilla theater,popular fiction and poetry, billboard art, and
community-basedart fairs and projects. If we broadenthe meaning of art to include these forms of popular art, then art is potentially better able to play the
communicativeroles that Dewey envisioned. This broadeningis consistent with
Dewey's own presumptionsabout the natureof art. Reflecting the same commitment to an egalitarian,participatorydemocracy that informs his other work,
Dewey developed a view of art and aestheticsthat is deeply democraticin its implications. He argued against prevailing views of art as the domain of an elite
with specialized knowledge and skills, and attemptedto develop a view in which
artistic and aesthetic experience is widely available and accessible. Dewey opposed "invidious"distinctions between high, or "official,"and low, or popular,
arts, arguingthat all rankingsof higher and lower are "out of place and stupid.
Each medium has its own efficacy and value" ([1934] 1980, 187, 227). Broadening the meaning of art to include popularforms is also consistent with trends
in the world of art-which, in recent times, has seen "increasinglyblurreddistinctions"between high and low, elite and popular,nonprofitand commercialart
forms (Dubin 1992, 7).
In this article, I pursuetwo related goals. The first is primarilyinterpretivein
nature.Especially if one considers the importanceattachedto Dewey's work on
2Dewey has been amply criticized for removing conflict from his vision of public life. See, e.g.,
Damico 1978 (61-63) and Westbrook1991 (81-82). Forcriticisms of Dewey on the subjectof power,
see, especially, Diggins 1992 (153) and Mills 1966. See Westbrook 1993 for a rebuttalof Diggins
and a partialdefense of Dewey on the subject of power.See, especially,West 1989 (106, 102) for examples of criticisms of Dewey for relying too heavily on science and education as forms of
empowermentand denying the constructivepower of confrontation.See, e.g., Habermas 1970 (69),
Ryan 1992 (275-76), and Westbrook1991 (315-18) for criticisms of Dewey for failing to link power
to specific political institutionsand organizations.
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art by the theorists noted above, Dewey's work on art has received too little attention by political and social theorists. In recent times, the two prominent
exceptions to this trend are Robert Westbrook(1991) and Alan Ryan (1995),
both of whom devote considerablespace to Dewey's work on art. Both, however,
focus almost exclusively on the "consummatory"dimension of Dewey's work on
art, or Dewey's quest to make all experience "artistic"or "aesthetic"in character. This was, unquestionably,Dewey's primary intent in Art as Experience
(1934). Yet, there is another,strategic, dimension to Dewey's work on art that
merits attention;and it is this aspect of his work that I will explore in this article. Dewey arguedthat the communicativecapacity of art can be harnessed in
the quest for communityand the robustpublic life that he envisioned.This work,
barely suggestive and deeply problematicat times though it is, deserves to be introducedmore fully to political theorists interestedin his work. My second goal
is to improve and expand on Dewey's work in orderto contributeto a widening
of the way that we think about contemporaryissues in democratictheory, especially public life and citizenship.Culture,especially popularculture,is still often
dismissed as superfluousto serious politics. Like Dewey, I believe that making
good on the democraticideal requiresattentionto all aspects of our way of life.
Art, like other aspects of our social environment,is partlyconstitutiveof citizen
identity and capacity,and it offers potential avenues for participationin the public life of a democracy. Dewey recognized these connections to politics, and
explored them in both fruitful and rudimentaryways. They remain to be extensively exploredby political theorists.
In the following section, I begin following the links between art and public life
laid down by Dewey. In his main work in political philosophy,ThePublic and Its
Problems, Dewey articulateda vision of a public life of collaborativeproblem
solving supportedby communal relations at both local and national levels. In
this vision of public life, communicationin multiple forms-especially in the
forms of inquiryand traditionalforms of media, but also in the form of art-represented for Dewey a means of translating common concerns into common
goals, of working throughobstacles to collaboration,and of discoveringor creating the commonalities of community.As Dewey put it, "Thereis more than a
verbal tie between the words common, community, and communication.Men
[andwomen] live in a communityin virtue of the things which they have in common; and communicationis the way in which they come to possess things in
common" (1916, 4). Given the central role of communicationin his vision of
public life, communication became for Dewey "the only possible solution"
([1927] 1985, 155). In the first section that follows, I addressDewey's arguments
about art as a form of communication;in the second, I discuss Dewey's arguments about art as a potentialmeans of developing community;and in the third,
I use Dewey's limited but suggestive work on art and political action to outline
three potential frameworksfor understandingpolitical participationin the world
of art.
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Art as Communication
Dewey's accountof artas a form of communicationrests on solid sociopsychological foundations. Since art is "prefiguredin the very processes of living"
([1934] 1980, 24), Dewey tied his work on art and aestheticsto the same generic
account of an ongoing interactionbetween humans and their physical and social
environmentthat forms the basis of all his maturework. Humanidentity,Dewey
argued,is formed throughmeaningful interactionswith their social world, at the
same time that humanstransformtheir world.An individualartist'scharacterand
personalityis thus linkedto her or his historyof social experiences.Oftenwrongly
attributedto some disembodiedflash of inspiration,individualartisticexpression
is actually deeply grounded in prior experiences that are "wrought into [the]
being"(89) of the artist,and are embodiedin the presentin the form of memories
and meaningsthat are recoveredand given new life in an act of expression.These
memories and meanings are the "nutriment"for creativeexpression (89). As one
interpreterof Dewey put it, artcarriesa "loadof association"with it (Ames 1953,
149). If humanidentityis tied to a particularsocial context, as Dewey argued,then
the experiences and memories expressedin a work of art are not those of an isolated individual.Art potentiallyexpresses the experiences of many people, since
the artist'sidentity is connected to a particulargroup of people and since, presumably,the artisthas had many of the same experiencescommon to others.
In emphasizingthe common and social determinantsof art, Dewey left ample
room to theorize the communicativecapacity of art. If art expresses common
memories and meanings, then it is tied at least partiallyto public and objective
social circumstances,or to the shared experiences of people in an objective social and physical environment.According to Dewey, "the impression the artist
has does not consist of impressions;it consists of objective materialrenderedby
means of imaginativevision. The subject-matteris chargedwith meanings that
issue from intercoursewith a common world. The artist in the freest expression
of his [or her] own responses is under weighty objective compulsions"([1980],
306). The messages of art are thus at least partiallypublicly accessible. They are
not merely tied to a subjective and private world of the artist. It is the public,
common quality of art that gives art its communicativecapacity.
Unlike ordinarylanguage that only signals experience, art is a form of direct
experience.According to Dewey, art can express meanings that are not accessible throughwords, and it does this throughcreationof a new experience.While
scientific and intellectual language "gives directions"towardthe quality of experience, art-including poetry, literature,and dramawhose artistic effects are
producedwholly or partly through language-directly creates or re-createsthat
quality of experience (215-16). This is perhapsmore clear of music than other
art forms, since it is more directlyphysical than others. Listenersexperiencemusic with their bodies, as sound waves. "Sound agitates directly" and has the
"power of direct emotional expression" (237-38). According to Dewey, "the
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sounds emitted by musical instrumentsstir the atmosphereor the ground.They
do not have to meet the opposition that is found in reshapingexternalmaterial"
(158). "Music,"he said, "gives us the very essence of the droppingdown and the
exalted rising, the surging and retreating,the acceleration and retardation,the
tightening and loosening, the sudden thrust and the gradual insinuation of
things" (208).3 This physicality of music allows musicians to turn their moods
and emotions into sounds that are readily and directly sharedby listeners. Meanings can be sharedbetween performerand listenerwithout recourseto language,
in a way that produces immediate quality of experience. Of course, a powerful
image in a movie, or a moving passage in a work of literatureor poetry,can produce these same immediatequalities of experience.
Despite emphasizing the social roots of art, and despite acknowledgingthat
art "denotesa quality of action and of things done" (229), Dewey focused almost
exclusively on works of art as texts removedfrom their social context. His Art as
Experience is full of interpretationsand analyses of specific art texts, while
nearly empty of discussions of the broadersocial context in which these arttexts
circulate and that defines a largercommunicativearena in which these art texts
acquiremeaning.4The communicativesignificanceof art extends beyond its textual meaning to include the active work that is ongoing in a social context in
which its meanings are created,contested,and changed;and to include the social
relationshipsand practices that swirl aroundthe art piece. For example, the full
communicativesignificance of the AIDS Quilt can only be appreciatedas an art
form in action. As it circulatesand grows, it drawspeople into participation,and
creates spaces for interactionand social networks of productionand consumption. As a text removed from this process of productionand use, the Quilt says
much about the lives and sentiments of participants;yet, its full meaning can
only be appreciatedin terms of the wider context of its circulation.Similarly,the
communicativesignificance of '60s rock music included its role in creatingand
3Dewey's referenceto "the exalted rising, the surging and retreating,the accelerationand retardation, the tightening and loosening, the sudden thrustand the gradualinsinuationof things" strongly
suggests sexual meaning, whetherhe intendedit or not. It is no accident that music often accompanies romantic and erotic social practices. Music affects us: it plays to our affective selves. This
includes, of course, our gender and sexual identities. See, especially, McClary 1991 for a discussion
of "music, gender and sexuality."See also Williams (1961, 66-69), who arguedthat"rhythmis a way
of transmittinga descriptionof experience, in such a way that the experienceis re-createdin the person receiving it, not merely as an 'abstraction'or an emotion but as a physical effect on the
organism-on the blood, on the breathing,on the physical patternsof the brain . . . it is more than
a metaphor;it is a physical experience as real as any other."Artist Leon Golub (quoted in Dubin
1992, 3) argues that "a description is flatter and less sensory. If you say 'suck' [it's less powerful
than] if you see such an action portrayed."
4This criticism applies only to Dewey's treatmentof specific works of art or, in other words, to art
in the conventionalsense of the term. As I have alreadynoted above, Dewey's primaryintent in Art
as Experience was to theorize art as a characterof experience imbued with consummatoryvalue. In
this latter,broadersense, Art as Experience is precisely about social context.Yet, in analyzing specific works of art, Dewey made little or no effort to interpretthem as works in motion within a
communicativecontext.
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sustaininga counterculturaland political movement associated with drug experimentation,generationalrebellion, and opposition to the VietnamWar.It helped
createvariouscommunicativearenas,rangingfrom large concerts such as Woodstock to informal gatherings in listeners' homes to dance halls in high schools
and colleges, which nurturedthis movement and within which this movement
could develop and occur.Both of these art forms-the AIDS Quilt and '60s rock
music-opened social and public spaces within which communicativeinteractions, necessary for the creationand sharingof meaning and the developmentof
commonalitiesof identity and orientation,could occur.5
While unnecessarily limiting the scope of art as a form of communication,
Dewey also overstatedthe clarityand certaintywith which artcommunicates.Art
typically communicatesmore obscurelyand ambiguouslythan he appearedto admit. He recognized, but downplayed,problems of interpretation,disagreement,
and variableintent. Differentart forms are more or less clear in meaning.At one
extreme,the lyrics of many country-and-westernsongs expressdirect,simple sentiments that are hard to misunderstand.At anotherextreme, much public art is
abstract,meaningthatit is "notpublic in the sense of sharedaestheticvocabulary,
symbolism, or worldviewbetween artistsand theiraudiences"(B. Hoffman 1992,
115). More fundamentally,at least some abstractand modernistart is intendedto
be in the world,not necessarilyto say anythingmeaningfulaboutthe world (Griswold 1992, 111). In between these extremes are multiple forms of art whose
meaning is more or less accessible. While the averageperson may have difficulty
interpretingthe meaning in a paintingby Cezanne or Renoir (two of Dewey's favorite illustrations),most people can more readily interpretthe meaning of a
popularmovie or a mural.This is not necessarily a probleminherentin Cezanne
or Renoir; as Dewey noted ([1934] 1980, 98) it is partly a matterof artistic and
aesthetic education. Of course, not everyone receives the same aesthetic education, resultingin varied abilities to understandany given work of art or range of
aesthetic experience. As Dewey argued,in his time (as in ours), the prevailing
"museumconception"of art ensuredthat most people would receive little practical educationin so-called fine art and its significance. Severedas it is from most
people's daily lives, its meaning is likely to grow more opaque. The meaning in
popularforms of artis more accessible to averagepeople precisely because the art
forms are more closely tied to their daily lives.6
5 See Weinstein 1989 on the AIDS Quilt. On '60s rock music see, e.g., Denselow 1989; Frith 1981,
1984; James 1989; and Street 1986.
61t may be tempting to argue as well that popularculture is more accessible because it is simple
and crude. TheodorAdorno, for example, arguedthat popularmusic is unoriginaland uninventive,
banal and vulgar, constitutingthe "dregsof musical history,"offering its listeners a "trainingcourse
in passivity,"and "undermining... autonomyand independenceof judgment"([1962] 1976, 24-30).
Adorno'sdismal view of popularmusic reflectedhis reductionistreadingof the relationshipbetween
capitalism and popularculture, a relationshipthat he conceptualizedentirely as unidirectional,with
popular music capable only of reflecting, not determining, the course of history. Dewey rightly
steered clear of this kind of argument.
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Aesthetic education or not, at least some works of art will remain opaque in
meaning, as the discussion above about abstract and modernist art suggests.
Also, even given significant aesthetic education, people perceive differentmessages in art, none of which are necessarily the message(s) intended by the
artist. Different individualsinterpretthe same work of art in differentways, and
appropriatethe same art for different purposes. As Dewey argued, even the
artist sees different meanings in his or her creations ([1934] 1980, 108). If
there is room in a work of art for different interpretations,one conclusion to
draw is that people will often disagree over its meaning. If people disagree over
the meaning of a work of art, then it can be appropriatedfor different, sometimes contradictory,uses within and between communities. Of course, making
an accurateinterpretationof a work of art is often not a goal and not the point
of its use. Art forms are frequentlyappropriatedselectively for parochial ends.
In one perverse illustration, Great Britain's Conservative prime minister
MargaretThatcheronce led a group of Conservativeyouth in a revised version
of John Lennon's "Imagine,"rewrittento reflect Conservative ideology (Pratt
1990, 5). Rap music is often treated selectively to suggest that it is universally
misogynistic and violent. This leads to universaldenunciationsof rap music by
some, and possibly fans racism in the United States by serving as a rationale
for blanket criticism of the African-Americancommunities to which rap music
is tied.7
Finally, while correctly emphasizing the degree to which art is a reflection
of human experience, Dewey appearedto assume that a single work of art can
unproblematically communicate the identity and experiences of a diverse
group of people. If, as Dewey argued,art captureshuman experience and renders it meaningful for others, then a legitimate window into the identity and
history of a people is its art. Although we can never experience the Parthenon
the way an Athenian citizen experienced it, according to Dewey, we can nevertheless learn much about Athenian citizenship from it. The Parthenonhelps
us better understandand appreciate "the bustling, arguing, acutely sensitive
Athenian citizens, with civic sense identified with a civic religion, of whose
experience the temple was an expression" ([1934] 1980, 4). Yet, we should
not assume, as Dewey apparentlydid, that the Parthenonspeaks for all Athenian citizens (not to mention the Athenian noncitizens such as women and
slaves who constituted a majority of the population).We should always ask of
public art, as did art critic Lucy Lippard (1989, 210), "which public?"As a
window into the lives and experiences of any people, a work of art must be
considered partial and contestable. Each work of art represents a claim, one
among others, to speak for the group; each must be seen as one expression
among others that may legitimately express the identity and experiences of a
group of people.
7For a discussion of these themes about rap music, see Spencer 1991 and Leland 1992.
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Art, Community, and Diversity
In Art as Experience, Dewey extensively linked art to community.He sometimes appearsto have anticipatedthe argumentsof later critics who would object
to community because, they believe, the common in community is hostile to
multiple differences.8Throughouthis philosophy, including his work on community,he stressedthe heterogeneityand diversityof humanexperience.9At the
same time, he gave these same critics ample cause for concern in his work on art.
Dewey strongly emphasized throughouthis work on art its unifying and integrating potential, using terms such as "holism," "integration,""coherence,"
"fusion,"and"'unity"-in short, precisely the kind of language that would make
these critics shudder.Although Dewey can be partlydefended,his dominantemphasis on unity and integrationopens doubts about his understandingof art and
the communitiesto which art is tied.
Dewey's emphasis on unity and integrationcan be seen in the relationthat he
establishesbetween art, identity,and community.Since art is a powerfulform of
communication,andsince "communicationis the processof creatingparticipation,
8A common liberal objection to community,exemplified by Hirsch (1986), is that it representsa
host of encroachmentson individualfreedom.It involves a dangerousand stifling adherenceto a single, substantivegood, assumes a homogeneity of identity and interests, and requires an insidious
moral education in orderto instill a common commitmentto a single, substantivegood that unifies
the community.A common postmodern feminist objection to community,as articulatedby Young
(1990, 300-303), is that community"privilegesunity over difference"and this unacceptably"generates borders, dichotomies, and exclusions."At the heart of their criticisms-much of it directed at
communitarianssuch as Maclntyre(1981) and Sandel (1982)-is the concernthat communityis hostile to diversityand plurality.For other examples of the debate between liberals and communitarians,
see Avineriand de-Shalit 1992; Bell 1993; Chapmanand Shapiro 1993; Downing and Thigpen 1986;
Herzog 1986; and Reynolds and Norman 1988. For other postmodern and feminist challenges to
community,see Phelan 1989; Duggan 1992; and Stein 1992. For theorists who have attemptedto
conceptualizecommunity in terms consistent with diversity,see, especially, Boyte and Evans 1984;
Boyte 1984, 1989; Mattern1998; and Mouffe 1991, 1992.
9Dewey arguedthat diversity is one of three "irreducibletraits found in any and every subject of
scientific inquiry."Since Dewey viewed all human experience, including ethical and moral experience, as a fit subjectof scientific inquiry,he saw diversityas a ubiquitouscharacteristicof social life.
If we acknowledge the ubiquity of diversity, he argued,"we shall be saved from the recurrentattempts to reduce heterogeneity to homogeneity, diversity to sheer uniformity."The other two
"irreducibletraits"are interactionand change. By implication, the specific characterof social life
evolves over time as "diverseexistences" interactwith others and change in the process. (See Dewey
1915b, 6-7). This explicit awarenessof diversity in all social life motivatedDewey's commitmentto
a conception of philosophy that emphasizes the historical and contingent ratherthan the universal
and essential. An emphasis on the historical and contingent is more consistent with an attentionto
diversity than is an emphasis on the universal and essential. The focus of reflection and analysis
shifts from discovering what is universallypresent in human experience to the elements that make
human experience unique in different historical and social situations. See Dewey's Questfor Certainty (1929) and Reconstructionin Philosophy (1920) for examples of his antifoundationalistand
antiuniversalistconception of philosophy. See, especially, Rorty 1982 for a contemporaryphilosopher who develops these strains in Dewey's thought.
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of making common what had been isolated and singular"([1934] 1980, 244),
Dewey saw art as potentially contributingto the developmentof communityby
creating and reinforcing commonalities through shared experience. Art represents a form of shared experience through which commonalities are created,
developing "in the direction of greaterorder and unity" (81); moreover,experience "becomes a conscious common possession, or is shared,by means of works
of art more than by any other means" (286). The common materialsof memory
and experience enter into art, and art makes these materialscommon. A work of
art expresses to people their common experiences and sharedhistories and, perhaps, common concerns. Together, these have the effect of integrating and
reinforcinga group'sidentityby clarifyingand reinforcingthe meaning of group
life. If the artist succeeds at creatinga work of art that integratesseemingly disparate and unrelated experiences of members of the social group, he or she
potentiallycreatesnew sharedmeaning in the life of this social group.This gives
people a sense of relatednessthat might not have existed before. Art, according
to Dewey, thus makes people more "awareof their union with one anotherin origin and destiny"(271).
Contemporarymurals illustrate Dewey's argument. According to muralist
Judy Baca, "The GreatWall of Los Angeles," a series of murals stretchingalong
the Los Angeles River, "talked about who those people were, what they cared
about, and what they were mad about.They talked aboutthe issues in their community"(Neumaier 1985, 67-68). The muralshelped create and reinforceshared
memories and a sharedsense of "who we are"among the multiethnicand multiclass groups involved in creating the murals. As Dewey argued,the process is
reflexive:the murals express common experiences and, in viewing them, people
commonly reexperiencetheir sentiments,ideas, and beliefs. These present experiences reflect back on the identity of the participants.According to Dewey, this
helps make an identity more "internallycohesive" and potentiallycontributesto
the developmentof communityas individualsacquireand maintainan awareness
of common experiences, memories, beliefs, and commitments.Although murals
generally have a relatively localized impact, other works of art could also be
cited that illustratethis argumenton a broader,more inclusive basis. For example, the AIDS Quilt presumably develops a common awareness among
participantsof sharedinterests, commitments,and sentiments;it creates a communicative arena where participantsbecome more "awareof their union with
one anotherin origin and destiny"(Dewey [1934] 1980, 271).
This process of communal identificationoccurs across differentcommunities
as well as within a particularcommunity,according to Dewey. Art, Dewey argued, is the best form of communicationthat can occur "in a world full of gulfs
and walls that limit communityof experience"(105). Art "strikesbelow the barriers that separatehuman beings from one another"(270). Art helps people of
differentworlds recognize common experiences,and also helps them understand
and adaptto differentforms of experience of differentpeoples:
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[T]he art characteristicof a civilization is the means for enteringsympatheticallyinto the deepest elements in the experience of remote and foreign civilizations. . They effect a
broadeningand deepening of our own experience, renderingit less local and provincialas far
as we grasp, by their means, the attitudesbasic in other forms of experience. . . Works of
art are means by which we enter,throughimaginationand the emotions they evoke, into other
forms of relationshipand participationthan our own. (332-33)

This process of bridging diverse communities through art is not, for Dewey,
simply a matterof appreciatingdifferencesand learningfrom them, althoughthat
is also true. Consistent with his social psychology, which emphasized identitychanging interactions between human and environment, he believed that the
encountersthroughartbetweenmembersof differentcultureschange all involved
in the experience, as people adapt to new forms of experience. According to
Dewey, "we understand[art createdby other peoples] in the degree in which we
make it a partof our own attitudes. . . [O]urown experienceis reoriented"(334).
When people make the art of others "partof their own attitudes,"and when they
"reorient"their own experience in responseto the experiencesof others,they are
changingwho they are.This process of adaptiveinteractionpotentiallycreates an
element of commonalityas differentexperiencesare sharedthroughart and these
"enterinto attitude."And, "whenthe artof anothercultureentersinto attitudesthat
determine our experience genuine continuity is effected. .

A community and

continuitythat do not exist physically are created"(336). Art helps createnew elements of commonality in the form of shared meanings and understandings,
encouragingbehaviorthat takes this into account.According to Dewey, these are
the bases for forging communityacross differences. If art accomplishes the task
thatDewey assigns to it, it contributesto the developmentof a "greatcommunity"
(Dewey [1927] 1985) that ties differentpeoples together.
Emphasizingas he did the unifying and integratingwork of art, it may seem
paradoxicalthat Dewey's account of art also suggests social differentiationand
the opening of communitiesto difference.This is partly a logical implicationof
his view of the genesis of art in social experience.As we saw earlier,Dewey argued that human experience occurs in the context of a concrete social and
physical environment,and human identity is tied to the interactionbetween humans and this environment.Presumably,this environmentvaries according to
culturaland historical settings, and so too must the characterand quality of experience. Different experiences produce a different universe of memories and
meanings and, ultimately, identity. These differences are expressed in many
ways, including artistically,and the expressions serve to reinforce and re-create
the identity of individualsand groups tied to concrete social and physical conditions. If this is correct, then not only does art express and reinforce common
elements from experience, it also produces and reinforces differences within
communitiesand demarcatescommunitiesof experience from each other. It expresses and reinforces individual and group differences, differences tied to at
least partiallyunique social and culturalsettings.
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This conclusionmustbe qualifiedin an eraof mass communication.Today,people in widely differentsocial andculturalenvironmentsoften experiencesimilaror
identicalartforms.This is especiallytruefor electronicallycommunicableformsof
popularculturesuch as television and rock music originatingin the United States
and GreatBritain.The logic of Dewey's argumentsuggests that exposureto these
formsof popularculturewill at leastpartiallyhomogenize,ratherthandifferentiate,
humanexperienceand identity.Althoughthis is a seriousconcernand a likely outcome in many instances, two responses can be made. First, art productionand
consumptionremains highly differentiatedin most parts of the world. Multiple
forms of localized art persist and, sometimes, flourish alongside dominant art
forms. Second,artistscontinuallyinventnew formsthatsometimesdethronedominantforms.This canbe seen in the modernhistoryofAmericanpopularmusic. Rap
music, for example,emergedwithin and alongsidemore dominantforms;today,it
is a dominantform of Americanpopularmusic. Meanwhile,multiple otherforms
of popularmusic flourishalongside and on the marginsof American culture.
Dewey also assigned critical and visionary roles to art that make communities
more open to differences. If, as Dewey argued,art communicatesmeanings derived from the past and present everydaylife of a people, then each work of art
embodies assumptionsand beliefs that a people hold aboutthemselves and about
their lives. In experiencinga work of art createdwithin a particularcommunity,
members of the community are potentially challenged to view their lives in a
new light if the artisthas taken elements from experience and selectively reconfigured them, presentingexperience in a new light. This work of art potentially
forces a reconsiderationof accepted and sanctioned beliefs, assumptions, and
practices. The "function of art," Dewey argued, "has always been to break
throughthe crust of conventionalizedand routine consciousness" ([1927] 1985,
183) in orderto see more clearly and more critically.
According to Dewey, art also potentially plays a visionary role in bringing
other worlds into focus. Art helps people see new worlds that they did not know
existed as they are introducedto new experiences expressed through art. If art
vividly expresses the experiences,history,and identity of a people, then it opens
the possibility for the sharingof experiences, for understandingthe interestsand
identities of others, and for greatercommunicationamong differentpeople. Art
breaks through "gulfs, walls, and barriers"that other forms of communication
cannotpenetrate([1934] 1980, 105, 244). Seeing how otherslive also potentially
provokes a reexaminationof one's own beliefs and practices. In experiencinga
work of art from anothercultureor community,people are potentiallychallenged
to rethinktheir assumptionsand beliefs about themselves and their lives as they
encounternew horizons.'0
1
Several contemporaryresearchershave made a similar argument.Bastien and Hostager(1987),
Chernoff(1979), Erenberg(1989), and Small (1987) all arguethat a musical traditionembodies values and assumptionsabout humans and human relationships,and thus models a particularsociety.
These values and assumptions are challenged and sometimes changed as musicians interact with
each other and with musicians working in other traditions.
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In short, Dewey assigns to art the task of challenging people to think more
critically and self-reflectively about themselves and their lives and at the same
time of opening new alternativesand possibilities for consideration.1 Art contributesto people's capacity for "criticaljudgment,"and it does this throughan
"expansionof experience"(324-25). Dewey called this the "moralfunction"of
art:"to removeprejudice,do away with the scales that keep the eye from seeing,
tear awaythe veils due to wont and custom, perfect the powerto perceive"(325).
This moral function of the artist involves a "refusalto acknowledge the boundaries set by convention."Although this may result in "frequentdenunciationsof
objects of art as immoral,"Dewey insisted that "one of the functions of art is
precisely to sap the moralistic timidity that causes the mind to shy away from
some materialsand refuse to admitthem into the clear and purifyinglight of perceptive consciousness" (189).
It is clear that, in Dewey's time and ours, some artists press beyond the
"boundariesset by convention,"and they are duly denouncedfor their transgressions. In recent times, two examples are Andres Serrano's "Piss Christ," a
photographdepicting a crucifix in a jar of urine, and Robert Mapplethorpe'shomoerotic photographs. 12 A more prominent example is the television show
Ellen, in which the main character,played by Ellen DeGeneris, "came out" as a
lesbian duringthe 1997 season. While each of these fueled additionalcensorship
efforts by conservatives,each played a positive role of forcing controversialissues into a public arena."Ellen,"for example, dramaticallyunderminedattempts
to suppressdiscussion of homosexuality in public arenas.It is less clear that the
process "sapsthe moralistictimidity"of critics; indeed, some art appearsto have
an opposite effect of decreasing open-mindednessand fueling bigotry and prejudice. At a minimum,it forces critics to publiclyjustify theirpositions and raises
the possibility that their views will be subjected to the "purifyinglight of perceptive consciousness."
Dewey's emphasis on the integrativeand unifying roles of art reflects a more
general emphasis in his political philosophy,and it is tempting to view his ideal
model of art as a metaphorfor his ideal of social life in general. Dewey argued
that one measure for beauty in art is "unityin variety,"and that "mutualadaptation of parts to one another in constituting a whole is the relation which,
formally speaking,characterizesa work of art"(161, 134-35). This is a dynamic
unity, marked by rhythm and development, tension and resistance (161, 166).
" These critical and visionary roles that Dewey assigned to art are also two of the roles assigned
by contemporaryresearchersto "anthropologyas culturalcritique";and toleration, respect for differences, and modesty in asserting universal claims are several of the values and commitments
associated with this practice of anthropologyas culturalcritique. For a discussion of these themes
see, especially, Marcus and Fischer 1986. See Mitchell (1992, 1-5), who discusses these same roles
for art in terms of "critique"and "utopia."See also A. Hoffman (1985, 136), who argues that "creativity is needed to reach people snowed underby ruling-class images, and only artists can manage
the breakthrough.Artists are the collective eyes of the future."
'2For descriptions and discussions of these works of art see, especially, Dubin 1992 (96-101,
170-92).
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Similarly,he idealized a view of a relativelyharmoniouspublic life supportedby
communityin which diverse individualsand groups are dynamicallyadapted'3to
one another.Dewey made the analogybetween art and social life explicit in a letter to Horace Kallen in 1915. In the letter, Dewey expressed his concurrence
with Kallen's (1915) orchestrametaphoras an appropriateideal for handling diversity,but added the caveat that the instrumentscreate "a symphony and not a
lot of different instrumentsplaying simultaneously"(Dewey 1915a). Two years
laterhe wrote that the theory of an Americanmelting pot "alwaysgave me rather
a pang" (1917, 289), but nevertheless advocated social "unity createdby drawing out and composing into a harmoniouswhole the best, the most characteristic
which each contributingrace and people has to offer" (288-89). Dewey's references to an ideal of social unity and to a harmoniouswhole, and his preference
for social life that models a symphony,all point towardan ideal of social life in
which differences ubiquitousthough they may be presentno insurmountable
obstacles to agreementand collective action.
Dewey rightly argued that art must be more than an assemblage of different
parts tied together in an "extraneous"way, and that the parts must be "related"
dynamically ([1934] 1980, 161). A common threadis needed to link the different elements in a work of art together in order for the work of art to be
meaningful and sensible. The same holds for members of a democraticcommunity. There must be an element of commonality at the level of identity in the
form of similar commitmentsand democraticskills and dispositions. However,
Dewey wrongly emphasized,as a universalideal, harmonyand resolutionamong
the various parts of a work of art and among the members of a community.
Dewey's model of art and his model of community both retain space for diversity, but both notably lack some of the inevitableconsequences of diversitysuch
as conflict, disruption,competition,and disharmony.In communallife, these are
precisely some of the elements that are constitutiveof politics. Genuine community life, like art, may at times be more cacophonousthan harmonious.Diversity
often entails incompatible interests that cannot simply be "adjusted,"and this
generatescompetitionand conflict that pose stubbornobstacles to the integrative
work of art. Diversity also opens the possibility and necessity of more conflictual forms of political action throughart than Dewey envisioned.
13Dewey often used the concepts of social adaptationand social adjustmentto explain how diversity and its tensions are resolved in a plural democracy. For example, in his Democracy and
Education (1916, 86-87), Dewey arguedthat in an extensive nation with a "greatdiversity of populations, of varying languages, religions, moral codes, and traditions,"different interests and claims
must be "readjusted"to each other. In The Public and Its Problems ([1927] 1985, 191-92), Dewey
arguedthat the real problemof the relationshipbetween differentindividualsand groups is not some
inherentopposition but rather"is that of adjustinggroups and individualsto one another,"of "readjusting social relationships."In Freedom and Culture ([1939] 1989, 123), Dewey argued that the
"problemof harmoniousadjustmentbetween extensive activities, precludingdirect contacts, and the
intensive activities of community intercourse"remained a pressing one. Both of these concepts of
adaptationand adjustmentsuggest a relatively harmonious,mechanical process that bears little resemblanceto the actual world of politics.
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Political Action and Power in Art14
Dewey's work suggests two kinds of political action throughart,thoughhe left
both largely undeveloped. These are community organizing for collaborative
problemsolving, or what we might call a pragmaticform of political action; and
discussion and debate among members of communities over defining commitments and practices, what we might call a deliberativeform of political action.
A third, confrontationalkind of political action emphasizing resistant,militant,
and oppositionalpolitical practices does not appearin Dewey's work.
Dewey also had little to say about power in the world of art. He was well
awarethatthe art of his time fell short of fulfilling the roles he assigned to it. The
primaryreason for this failure, he argued,was that art had been severed from its
roots in everydaylife and banishedto museums.Tying art more closely to everyday life will not alone, however, ensure a more democratic role for it. A
considerationof the role of power in both enabling and underminingthe democratic uses of art remains necessary. The social and communal role of art
depends at least partly on the variable capacity of different individuals and
groups to control its production,meaning, and use. One outcome of the constitutive presence of power in the world of art is that the democraticrole of art is
often derailed,or tenuous at the outset.
First, combining his emphasis on art as communicationwith his political philosophy as articulated in The Public and Its Problems ([1927] 1985), Dewey
hinted at a pragmatic use of art to organize a communityfor the purpose of promoting awareness of a shared problem and of building the support and
commitmentnecessary to address the problem.This form of community-based
political action is characterizedby collaborationand cooperationin defining and
addressingcommon concerns and problems. It entails participationby members
of the community,who are drawn simultaneously into the art project and the
pragmatictask of problem solving. It involves power sharingamong community
groups and individuals,and developing collaborativerelationshipsamong different groups and individuals.
Some muralsepitomizethis pragmaticeffortto organizecommunitiesfor problem solving. Accordingto muralistJudy Baca, "thething aboutmuralism. . . is
that collaboration is a requirement. . . . The mural is not just a big picture on a

wall. The focus is on cooperation in the process underlying its creation"
(Neumaier 1985, 70-73). Baca and other muralistswork closely with neighbor'4The three kinds of political action that I tie to artisticpractices are partiallyadaptedfrom Boyte
(199 1), who uses the categories of deliberative,pragmatic,and insurgent(or protest). I call the third
category confrontationalratherthan insurgentor protest in orderto better clustertogethera genre of
political action that includes opposition and resistanceas well as protest.Given space constraints,the
discussion in this section will necessarilybe suggestive ratherthan thorough.See my Acting in Conceit: Music, Community,and PoliticalAction (1998) for a more comprehensivetreatmentof political
action and power as they appearin popularmusic.
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hood residents in defining issues and concerns, and subsequentlyrely on members of the communities to design and paint the murals. As Baca notes, the
process itself is importantin creatingsupportfor the project and knitting different people together in a common purpose. On a national level, the AIDS Quilt
can be viewed as an example of a pragmaticeffort to organize a "greatcommunity" of Americans who are aware of the problem of AIDS and committed to
addressingit. This quilt is a work of participatoryart that, unfortunately,grows
as people die and more names are added. Its differentparts circulatethroughout
the United States drawingattentionto the issue of AIDS, increasing awareness
and, it is hoped, supportfor an increasedeffort to solve the problem of AIDS.15
Each of these examplesepitomizesthe Deweyanapproachto community-based
problemsolving, using artpracticesas the focal point for communityorganizing.
In each case, membersof the communityare drawninto the workof art,which depends for its success on participationby members of the community.Each also
epitomizes Dewey's approachto empowerment,which emphasizesdrawingon the
resourcesof the communityand organizingthem into a collective effort.This approach"multipliesthe powerthat you have by takingthe best of otherpeople and
puttingit all togetherin one thing"(JudyBaca, quoted in Neumaier 1985, 73).
Second, Dewey suggested the use of art for political deliberation.As we saw,
Dewey attributeda role of social criticism to the artist. Social criticism can be
viewed as an invitationto reconsider,discuss, and debate establishedbeliefs and
practices.By implication,Dewey saw artas a stimulusto the debateanddiscussion
thathe saw as vital to a healthydemocracy.Dewey also intimatedthatartcould help
make debateand discussionmore informedand intelligentby openingnew vistas,
and by helping "perfectthe powerto perceive"([ 1934] 1980, 325). Unfortunately,
Dewey didnot developthe implicationsof these referencesandintimationsof artas
a road to, and medium of, informed discussion and debate. On the contrary,he
steered away in emphasizingthe unifying and integratingwork of art and deemphasizingthe differencesand disagreementsthatnecessitatepolitical deliberation.
DavidNelson's 1988 Mirthand Girthillustratesthe deliberativerole of art.This
painting by Nelson, a studentat the Art Instituteof Chicago, attackedChicago's
5 Other examples of pragmaticpolitical action throughart include the University of Minnesota's
WaterPolicy Project,in which various artistspromote awarenessof waterpollution and organizethe
supportnecessary to addressit; Joseph Beuys's "7,000 Oaks,"in which 7,000 large basalt stones that
are arrangedin a triangularpile pointing to an oak tree are offered for sale, with the proceeds of each
used to plant an oak tree, and in which "the real work of art here is the community'sreplantingof
Kassel" (North 1992, 11); the multiple projects that emerged during 1978-80 between various communities and artistssponsoredby the federalgovernment'sComprehensiveEmploymentand Training
Act's (CETA)Artist Project, most of them "createdin close communicationand (in the best cases)
collaborationwith grassroots community groups" (Maksymowicz 1992, 149-50); Judy Chicago's
"DinnerParty"and "BirthProject,"both involving collaborationamong hundredsof participantsincluding many nonartists;the large megaconcertssuch as FarmAid and Rock against Racism, which
organize supportfor various problem-solvingcauses (see, esp., Denselow 1989); and Tim Rollins's
"Learningto Read throughthe Arts" project in the Bronx, in which dyslexic and emotionally troubled studentswere taughtto read in part by drawing(see Rosser 1989).
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ex-mayor Harold Washington. Popular especially among African-Americans,
Washingtonhad died of a heart attackin November 1987 duringhis second term
as mayor.Washingtonwas portrayedby Nelson as an overweightman in women's
underwear,holding a pencil in one hand.Giventhatthe painting'stitle was also the
name of a groupof overweightgay men in Chicago, the paintingalso implied that
Washingtonwas homosexual. (The pencil was a vicious reference to the pencil
droppedby MayorWashingtonwhen he had his heartattack;aides thoughthe was
stoopingto pick up the pencil when he doubledover in pain fromthe heartattack.)
Withinhours of being hung as part of a studentexhibition,the paintingwas "arrested"by a group of black Chicago aldermen.
The painting's meaning was clear to anyone familiar with racially charged
events and politics in Chicago; and the way the event unfolded was inseparable
from powerrelationsin Chicago. Many Chicago Blacks "saw the paintingas part
of a patternof assaults,not as an isolated incident"(Dubin 1992, 33). The image
itself was racistin a contextof ongoing effortsby whites to emasculateblackmen.
It also provokeda racistresponseamong some, includingprominentChicago Tribune columnistMike Royko, who, in a column shortlyafterthe incident,mocked
ebonics, speculatedthat the black aldermenwho removedthe paintinghad never
before visited the Art Institute,called them "alderboobs,"and insinuatedthatthey
should be lynched:"If anything,I find a paintingfar less offensive than an alderman. A painting is nothing more than an inanimateobject.Youjust hang it on a
wall and it sits there. Some aldermenare inanimate,too, but you can't hang an aldermanthat way, although it would be fun" (Dubin 1992, 36). Black reaction
was itself steeped in sexist and homophobic rejection of feminine and homosexual imagery.
The event exploded into public view in part because of immediatemedia interest, promptedby the urgency of besting rivals during a ratings sweep period.
The painting sparkedcommunity-widediscussion and debate over FirstAmendment rights; over whether or not a "highermoral order"should trumpthe First
Amendment; over the responsibility of artists to their communities; and over
racism, sexism, and homophobia in Chicago and elsewhere. Having attained a
certainlevel of institutionalpower in Chicago, black aldermenused it to pressure
the Art Instituteof Chicago by threateningthem with a loss of city funding.The
instituteultimatelyagreed to removethe painting,and also to attemptto increase
minorityrepresentationin its studentbody and on its faculty.'6
'6See discussions of Mirth and Girth by Becker (1989, 231-53), Dubin (1992, 26-43), B. Hoffman (1992, 119), and Raven (1989, 23). Another example of art that provokedextensive debate and
discussion was RichardSerra's"TiltedArc."Installedin New York'sFederalPlaza in 1981, it sparked
a seven-yeardebate (over the appropriatenessof the work of art for the space, over the role of public opinion in the determinationof public art, and over whether or not the public employees at the
site should have had a voice) that culminatedin its removalin 1989. On the "TiltedArc,"see B. Hoffman 1992 and Storr 1989. See Mitchell's (1992, 29-48) interpretationof Spike Lee's film Do the
Right Thingas an invitationto discussion and debate over racial and ethnic relations;one could also
add the relative merits of MartinLutherKing's versus Malcolm X's strategies for change as topics
raised by the film.
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The debate and discussion provokedby "Mirthand Girth"occurredas a result
of, but not directly in, the actual art text. Sometimes, however, the debate and
discussion characteristicof deliberationoccurs directlyin art, as is the case with
rap music'7 or the VietnamVeteransMemorial.Generally,memorialsplay a role
of remembrance,and are not noted for provokingdebate.The VietnamVeterans
Memorial is an exception. Createdby Maya Lin, this work places "viewers in a
public space that is articulatedin terms of political controversyso that to view
the piece is not simply to experience space but also to enter a debate" (North
1992, 25). The memorialpositions itself at the center of controversysurrounding
the United States'involvementin SoutheastAsia; it opens up the controversyand
facilitates it. Public debateitself becomes a work of art. People enterthe work of
art physically as they descend into it and as their reflectionon the polished marble attests.The memorialis shapedlike an open V; the arms of the V point to the
Washington Monument and Lincoln Memorial, respectively, and each is reflected on the polished surface.The VietnamVeteransMemorialthus asks people
to reexaminetheir beliefs and commitmentsin light of the values representedby
the Washingtonand Lincoln memorials. It asks us "not just to remember [the
VietnamWar], it admonishesus to write the next chapterthoughtfullyand with
reflectionon the country'svalues"(Griswold 1992, 104). It is fundamentally"interrogative" in asking viewer-participantsto "question, without forcing any
simple answers"on them (108). The VietnamVeteransMemorial also provoked
debatemore indirectlyas some questionedthe spiritof the memorial,which does
not glorify Americanveteransor their involvementin the VietnamWar,and the
appropriatenessof awardingthe design to an Asian-American.
The VietnamVeteransMemorialaccomplishes much of what artist Maya Lin
intendedin the way of provocationand debate. Of course, art does not necessarily provoke the kind of discussion and debate intended by the artist. Serrano's
"Piss Christ"poses questions such as how human was Jesus? Is divinity compromised through association with banality? Was Christ being defiled, or the
urine sanctified?It can also be read as an implicit critique of the commodification of Jesus and Christianitymore generally. These questions were lost on
conservativecritics. "Piss Christ"also illustratesthe role of power in determining public reaction to a work of art. The public heard little about the artist's
intent and the questions that he meant to pose; but it heardmuch aboutthe conservative reaction to the piece. Well-funded conservative and religious
lawmakers successfully controlled the public discussion that occurred and its
presentationin the media. The media definedthe issues selectively, emphasizing
certainaspects of the story while burying other aspects.
PerhapsDewey's single most glaring political failure was his apparentinability to understandwhy people might turn to confrontationalforms of political
'7See, especially, Rose (1994), who attributesa "dialogic"role to rap music which resembles my
discussion of a deliberativerole for art.
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action such as opposition, resistance, and subterfuge.While Dewey made important contributionsto a politics of deliberationand collaborationguided by
inquiryand education,he offered little basis for understandingthe dynamics of
political movements that are more conflictual, oppositional, and confrontational
in nature.These political struggles often arise in response to the failures of collaboration,of rationalpersuasion and moral exhortation,and of education and
inquiry,to producechange. They also arise in circumstancesof power inequality
when some people, especially marginalizedpeople, turnto confrontationalforms
of political action because they have little other choice: they are locked out of
decision-makingarenas,and they have too little opportunityfor developing collaborative relations with people in power. They also arise in situations of
irreconcilableinterests a scenario hardlyrecognized by Dewey.
In such circumstances,people use art to marshalthe energies of one community in a confrontationwith another community whose interests are viewed at
least partly as contradictory.This form of political action is characterizedby
heightened militancy, perception of incompatible interests, perception of zerosum power relations and of zero-sum outcomes, and perception of relatively
clear distinctions between the forces of right and wrong. Art under these circumstances is used by members of one community to oppose another
community, to further separate two communities rather than bridge them as
Dewey hoped. A politics of confrontationhas a potentiallypositive role to play
in a democracyas a way of enlisting supportfor the political agenda of a particular community,for publicizing a political issue, for drawingcitizens into active
participationin the public life of a community,and for galvanizing action on
specific issues.

Protest music, guerrillatheater,and billboardart illustratethis kind of political action in art. In each case, artists typically decry the injustices and
oppressionenduredby certainindividualsand groups and extol the virtues of favored alternatives;express their opposition to the exploitation and oppression
exercised by dominantelites and members of dominantgroups; and draw sharp
distinctionsbetween the forces of right and wrong as they perceive them. They
attemptto advancethe cause of membersof a favoredgroup by promotingsympathy-and support. These confrontational actions are not intended to open
dialogue and debate, nor to build collaborativeworking relationships.They are
attemptsby one group to oppose and underminethe efforts of other groups, to
win in an essentially zero-sum contest, to best the opponent(s). If they succeed
in advancingtheir agenda, they do so because they successfully mobilize community resources, put pressure on government and corporate officials, and
harness media power and public sentiment.
A work of art depends for its effectiveness on visibility; and visibility is more
attainable given economic or political power. Corporations can flood visual
space with their messages, while less powerfulgroups and individualsattemptto
infiltratepublic space using subterfuge. Billboards, for example, are typically
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imposed on a community from above, literally and figuratively,without consultation or consent by members of a community.They representauthorityfrom
above. Billboard artists attemptto overturnthis power relationshipby appropriating the billboard,turningit into a "weaponof the weak" (Scott 1985).18
These differentkinds of political action sometimes overlapin a single work of
art. In additionto the pragmaticrole that I emphasized above, murals are often
confrontationalin their portrayalsof oppositional and militantthemes; and they
can play a deliberativerole in proddingdiscussion and debate among members
of a community.A large megaconcertintendedpragmaticallyto organizesupport
for addressing a problem such as world hunger may include musicians whose
lyrics emphasize confrontationalthemes and who challenge listeners to reconsider their beliefs.
Art and Democracy
Art is an integral component of democracy,not simply its incidental adornment. As a communicative arena where politics potentially occurs, art offers
many opportunitiesfor political participation.Especially at a time when participation is declining in mainstreamand institutionalizedpolitical arenas, other
venues such as art increase in their potential importance.Many people already
use art and relatedpractices for political purposes;their efforts have drawnconsiderableattentionfrom researchersin disciplines otherthanpolitical science. As
a vehicle for political expression, art is a source of power for many.This is especially true for relatively marginalizedindividuals and groups who frequently
find themselves locked out of mainstreamand institutionalizedpolitical arenas.
Art, especially in popular cultural form, is relatively accessible, familiar, and
subject to democratic control in that opportunitiesfor its productionand consumption remain relatively independent of constraints and imperatives that
characterizecontemporarypolitics in mainstreamand institutionalizedarenas.
We are surroundedby art. For better and for worse, art dominatesthe everyday lives, and significantlydeterminesthe identity,of most people; it should be
scrutinizedfor its democraticor undemocraticimplications.At its best, art offers
opportunities for revitalizing public life and for expanding the meaning and
practice of democracy. Dewey's lifelong interest in making of democracy a
whole way of life propelled him into the arena of art. Today,political theorists
might well follow his example.
l8 On protest music see Greenway 1977; Mondak 1988; and Rodnitzky 1976. See Durland 1989
and A. Hoffman 1985 on guerrillatheater.On billboardart see Dunn and Leeson 1985; King 1985
(198-203); and Maksymowicz 1992 (154-55). Other examples of confrontationalpolitical action
throughart include that by graffiti artists and the "La Lucha Murals"-26 individualand collective
works on New York'sLower East Side portrayingthemes denouncing interventionin CentralAmerica, apartheidin South Africa, and gentrificationof the local community (Cockcroft 1989).
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